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. edit]. Though used in a variety of settings, the Wonderlic test has become best known for its
use in the . NFL Wonderlic Scores · NFL Combine Wonderlic Test · NFL Regional. Owning a
Subway restaurant enables you to become a business owner with. Then you will need to take
the Subway Wonderlic test (Wonderlic Basic Skills Test).Free Wonderlic Basic Skills Test
(WBST) practice questions. Try some of. With scores and answers.. Sample Test 15 questions +
score report and answers.. . I want to inform you that I passed the Subway franchise test only
because of you.TestPrep-Online offers exclusive practice resources for Wonderlic Basic Skills..
1 full-length test including answers, scores, and 6 study guides!. The WBST is used by Subway
for individuals interested in owning a franchise and for some . Subway doesn't receive the score
from Wonderlic, they just get a pass/fail mark compared to a preset standard. i passed. *edit*
wait a second, . Mar 22, 2012 . wonderlic test, subway, wonderlic test for subway.. English
and divided by 2 to get a composite value of your score for a pass or fail grade.Sep 30, 2011 .
Wonderlic Test - Download as Word Doc (.doc), PDF File (.pdf), Text file (.txt) test score is used
to analyze your ability to operate a SUBWAY . Gearing up to take the Wonderlic test or just
interested to see how you'd score? This free online practice test let's you practice your mental
acuity for free.The Wonderlic Basic Skills Test evaluates basic math and English skills,
providing insight into how an. Fax-back or template scoring; Includes step-by- step
administration guide; Individual or group administration. Subway Restaurants ›.Feb 9, 2014 . Get
started studying with our free Wonderlic practice test questions. These questions will help you
increase your Wonderlic test score.
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